This paper presents a lifting wavelet based edge detection algorithm for NaXi Pictographs, effectively reducing noises while improving the precision, which makes up the drawbacks of traditional edge detection. It is proved by emulation that compared with Laplace operator, Sobel operator, Canny operator, and multi-scale wavelet edge detection algorithm, this algorithm has better detection effect.
Introduction
Edge detection is a terminology in image processing and computer vision, particularly in the areas of feature detection and feature extraction, to refer to algorithms which aim at identifying points in a digital image at which the image brightness changes sharply or more formally has discontinuities [1] . The edge of an image is a local region of the image in which luminance varies sharply. The grayscale profile of this region can be regarded as a phase step, namely a grayscale value suddenly jumps to another value which differs great from the former one in a very small buffer zone. Most of the image's information is gathered in its edge region. On the one hand, the selection and extraction of the image edge is of great significance to the recognition and understanding of the image scene. On the other, it is a major feature used in image segmentation. Edge detection concentrates on the measurement, detection, location of the grayscale variation of the image. Since the appearance of edge detection in 1959, a great many detection algorithms has been brought up over the past 5 decades [2] . Among several common detection operators, Laplace operator [3] usually causes double edges, while others like Sobel operator [4] often leads to unclosed region. Canny operator [5] has the best effect among the traditional methods.
Since the edge of the image is usually a combination of edges of different kinds and their blur results, edge detection is a complex issue in image processing. In addition, there are all kinds of noises in a real image signal. Both edge and noise are high frequency signal, so that from the point of frequency band it is difficult to distinguish one from the other. Wavelet transform [6] , known as the mathematical microscope of signal analysis, is a challenge to traditional Fourier transform. The measurement of edge detection includes good detection performance, high location accuracy, lowest pseudo edge response and high SNR. General detection algorithms have good extraction effect dealing with the region of high pixel grayscale contrast ratio. When it comes to a lower contrast ratio region, the effect is not acceptable. By changing the resolution ratio, the problem can be solved. The basic idea is to detect the maximum point along gradient direction with constraint of threshold. The real edge can be obtained when synthesize all the scales. In 1994, Wim Sweldens presented the second generation wavelet constructed by lifting scheme [7] , which inherited the advantages of first generation wavelet, and has faster Fast algorithms and Cosite operation. We apply this lifting theory to image edge detection, and come up with a lifting wavelet based edge detection algorithm for NaXi Pictographs. The wavelet representation is efficient because images are often well modeled as a set of locally smooth regions separated by edges. Within these smooth regions, fine-scale wavelet coefficients are small, and coefficients decay rapidly from coarse to fine scales. In the neighborhood of edges wavelet coefficients decay much more slowly, but because of the local support relatively few wavelet coefficients are affected by edges. However, these large wavelet coefficients near edges are expensive to code. Many image coders are designed to operate on wavelet transformed data, and much current research focuses on enabling these coders to exploit the structure present in wavelet coefficients along edges. Current successful coders perform some form of conditioning, variance prediction, or contextbased entropy coding .
Wavelets and Lift Wavelets Algorithm
In 1995, Sweldens has presented a new wavelet construction method --Lifting Scheme --which doesn't rely on Fourier transform and becomes the second generation wavelet. There are various of lifting algorithms for wavelet, the most common methods are Laurent polynomial Eucliden algorithm, redefine Lauren polynomial division and the improvement of it. Lifting wavelet has a prime advantage of twice faster Forward and Inverse Transformation than traditional first generation Mallat algorithm, thus it is widely used in image processing. As shown in Figure 3 , general lifting scheme includes following three steps, division, forecast and update. In this paper, a simplified Laurent polynomial Eucliden simplify method is used.
Assume that 
② m Lifting and Dual Lifting Steps 
In formula 3 and 4,
The finally got s and d are separately the low-frequency component and high-frequency component of wavelet decomposition.
Following the contrary steps of positive wavelet transform, we can get the inverse transformation.
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Wavelets and Multi-Scale Edge Detection
The multi-scale edge representation of images based on the multi-scale gradient maxima proposed by Mallat and Zhong [14] is used in this study. The two-dimensional dyadic WT of an image
, I x y L R  at scale 2 j and in orientation k is defined as
The two oriented wavelets 2 k j  can be constructed by taking the partial derivates 
where   Large scales are more effective for removing noise, but at the same time increase the uncertainty of the location of edges. Wavelet filters of small scales preserve the exact location of edges, but cannot distinguish between noise and real edges.
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The main steps of using lifting wavelet in NaXi pictographs edge detection algorithm are as follows (show in Figure 5 ): (1) Choose the type and parameter of wavelet and lifting process it, we got a decomposition structure like shown in Figure3; (2) Read in the image matrix F(z, y)； (3) Process every line of the image with lifting wavelet. Each line is divided into two parts-odd and even. Through a series of predicts and lifting, the details of each line are obtained; (4) Under the large scale j, set threshold T, detect the local maximum of the details, and get the edge point in vertical direction under this scale of the image F(z, y); (5) Use the method of step(3) and step(4) process each column in the image, and get the edge point in horizontal and diagonal direction under this scale of the image F(z, y). Mix the edge image in three directions, the edge image under j scale can be got. (6) With the help of edge image under j scale, search under any scale and get the edge image under this scale. Recurse this process, the final image E(z, y) of F(z, y) will be achieved.
Experiments and Results
To prove the effectiveness of method in this paper, we chose some typical characters from NaXi pictograph to test the image edge extraction. First of all, grey process the image, the original images in Figure 6 are obtained. Separately use traditional edge detection algorithm prewitt method, sobel method, roberts method, LOG method and canny method etc. to extract the edge of NaXi pictographs original images, the result edge image are shown in Figure 6 .c-g.
For further comparison, we use wavelet packet division reconstitute the Figure 6 .a. Then, we use prewitt method, sobel method, roberts method, LOG method and canny method etc. to extract the edge of NaXi pictographs original and get the edge image in Figure7.b-f. We found that image edge after wavelet packet division reconstitute has better effect than that before wavelet packet division reconstitute. Using method in this paper to detect edge of Figure 6 .a, we get the results in Figure 7c -d. After comparison, we found that the effect of lifting wavelet based edge detection is a little better than that of traditional wavelet method [15] . However, the time efficiency of lifting wavelet based edge detection is slightly better than that of traditional wavelet method, the time details are listed in Table 1 . Detection effect after wavelet packet division; subgraph c is sobel method detection effect after wavelet packet division; subgraph d is roberts method detection effect after wavelet packet division; subgraph e is LOG method detection effect after wavelet packet division; subgraph f is canny method detection effect after wavelet packet division.
The above four groups of test results have shown that NaXi pictographs edge detection method based on lifting wavelet transform is significantly better in detection accuracy than the classical detection algorithms such as Prewiit, Sobel, Roberts, LOG and canny method as well as the multiscale wavelet and wavelet packet transform method. Morever, it is faster than the multiscale wavelet method.
Conclusions
Firstly, this paper presents the advantage and basic theory of lifting scheme. Secondly, the theory is applied to NaXi pictograph edge detection, and the lifting scheme based NaXi pictograph edge detection algorithm is proposed. This algorithm is not only simple and easy to realize, but also proved by emulation having good effectiveness and high speed.
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